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Flowering Induction Network



Parametrisation

Two different short day (SD) and long day (LD) experiments were used as training 
data setsdata sets.
The validation data sets included mRNA waveforms from both wild-type plants and 
some mutant types.
Th fi f h d l h l d ( ) d i i h dThe fit of the model to the relevant data set(s) was measured using a weighted mean 
square cost function (SDs vs. LDs).
Initial parameter search was performed using simulated annealing (Sobol
sequences). The Nelder-Mead unconstrained simplex optimization method (Matlab) 
was used to improved the fitting.
In each case, the solution to the ODE was allowed to relax to the limit cycle , y
(entrainment) and then the limit cycle was computed using MatLab ODE boundary 
value solver.  The resulting solution was therefore guaranteed to be a true, attracting 
limit cycle.limit cycle.
After optimisation, the difference in cost values of the 20 best solutions tended to be 
small, although some parameter values could be widely spread in parameter space.



The model shows a 
missing inhibitor gene 
in the morningin the morning.

We deduced from here 
its expression patternits expression pattern 
and that has given us 
appropriate candidates.

Help in experiment 
design:

Microchips

Micro RNAs



Conclusions

New Molecular Biology techniques are giving us unprecedented details about 
the inner workings of living organismsthe inner workings of living organisms.

I i ibl d i i h h i i k l d iIt is possible to adopt an interactive approach where existing knowledge is 
modelled, computer simulated and analysed mathematically; this in turn helps 
with the design of new experiments.

Despite the great complexity of biological systems, it is possible to discern p g p y g y , p
fundamental principles that are achieved through convergent evolution.

New mathematical theories and techniques will emerge from the study of these 
systems, which may be fundamentally different from the more physically 
i i d th i th t hinspired theories that we have now. 


